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Yun chujiu pursed her lips. This was called the Pride of Heaven Palace? How could this be called a 

palace? This was a thatched cottage! And it was the kind of thatched cottage that had not been lived in 

for many years! 

 

 

Yun chujiu raised her head and looked at the side of the Pride of Heaven Palace. There were two huge 

screens standing there. One of them was the general list of the Pride of heaven. Di beiming’s name was 

at the top of the list, followed closely by Xue Wuji’s name. 

 

 

As for the list of students, Yun Chujiu did not even look at it. This fellow had this kind of mysterious 

confidence. The first place on the overall list was none other than her! 

 

 

Yun chujiu walked to the front door of the Prodigy Hall and placed her identity jade token in the groove. 

Then, she gently pushed open the door of the Prodigy Hall. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu had just pushed open the door a crack when suddenly, dust flew into the air, choking Yun 

Chujiu until she coughed. “Cough cough! Cough Cough! I’m choking to death! How long has it been since 

someone challenged The Prodigy roll? Why is it all dust?” 

 

 

Everyone was very puzzled, and someone shouted, “Little Fairy Jiu, recently, many people have 

challenged the prodigy roll. Last time, during the break, someone even challenged The Prodigy roll!” 

 

 

“That’s right! Little Fairy Jiu, I guess there’s a sandstorm inside! That’s why there’s dust on the door!” 



 

 

.. 

 

 

Yun chujiu pouted. What Sandstorm? ! This prodigy Hall should be an ancient divine artifact or 

something. The scenery inside was all illusory. She hadn’t even entered yet, so how could there be a 

sandstorm? ! ! 

 

 

Yun Chujiu felt that this hall of Heaven’s pride was a little strange. However, there wouldn’t really be a 

dead person in this hall. Those who challenged the Heaven’s pride roll would be ejected the moment 

they died, so it didn’t matter anymore! 

 

 

Thinking of this, Yun Chujiu pushed the door even harder and walked in, pushing the dust away. 

 

 

Just as Yun Chujiu’s figure entered, the door closed with a bang. 
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Everyone’s eyes were fixed on the small screen beside the two large screens. The screen would show 

the real-time points of the people who entered. At this moment, Yun Chujiu’s points were zero. 

 

 

After Yun Chujiu entered the Hall of Heaven’s pride, she realized that she was really in a thatched 

cottage. There was a bed, a desk, and a chair inside. 



 

 

The bed was covered in dust. The desk and chair were also missing a leg and were supported by a stone. 

 

 

Yun chujiu could not help but frown. Could it be that she had entered the fake Hall of Heaven’s Pride? 

She had also asked some people who had passed the Heaven’s Pride Roll. After entering, they should 

have been teleported to the challenge mode, some grass scenes, some ocean scenes, and then killed 

monsters to earn points, what was the meaning of sending her to this shabby thatched cottage? 

 

 

At this moment, the wuxia novels she had read in her previous life flashed through Yun Chujiu’s mind. 

Usually, when she encountered this kind of situation, she would most likely encounter a place where an 

unworldly expert passed away. Then, she would be able to obtain peerless martial arts manuals and the 

like. 

 

 

When Yun Chujiu thought of this, her eyes immediately began to glow with blue light. She began to 

rummage around. She even rummaged under the bed. Other than the dust on her body, she could not 

find anything else. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu touched her chin. When she opened the door just now, there was dust coming out. This 

meant that this thatched cottage really existed. Why did the hall of the proud of Heaven suddenly 

become a thatched cottage? 

 

 

Yun chujiu gritted her teeth. If she really could not go out, she would first go out and enter again. She 

did not expect that when Yun chujiu pushed the door of the thatched cottage, it turned out to be a 

desolate land outside. The surroundings were gray and it was impossible to walk out. 



 

 

Could it be that this was a trial scene? 

 

 

Perhaps there would be demonic beasts at night, then she would wait! 

 

 

Thinking of this, Yun chujiu used a cleaning spell to clean the dust in the house. She took out her luggage 

and laid it on the bed. She took out her phone book and started reading. 


